
Looking for a Alcohol Detector/Alcohol Checker 
Liquor checker, Alcohol measuring instrument 

Here are the breathalyzers we are currently selling 
https://www.bitstrong.co.jp/store/category/item/alcohol-detector/ 

We have been selling for almost 2 years, and according to the changes in the 
market, we are currently focusing on the following models (one of which can 
be discussed): 

1. A certain number of detection records can be imported into PC or mobile
phone models, and even if the detection result is 0, it is expected to have a
record (it cannot be omitted because it is 0)

2. Display the long-life models that can be used for 2/3 years or more, such as
5000 times

3. Low priced models used for bidding (functions may be limited but
accuracy/quality cannot be poor)

4. Mouthpiece type, in addition to dedicated Mouthpieces, can also be
replaced by "regular straws"

5. Can distinguish between "playing with a bear without blowing" and
"blowing/testing but resulting in 0 due to not drinking" models (the former
should be incorrect, the latter is normal but the result is 0)

6. Users can change the model of the sensor.Companies that are willing to

cooperate should provide information according to the following steps 
(promotion requires a complete set of information to discuss with the person 
in charge of the Japanese, and it is impossible to advance without complete 
information) 
Trouble to put your: 

1. The company's official website and Chinese company name

2. Your 1688, made-in-China and alibaba international sites and other major
store url.

https://www.bitstrong.co.jp/store/category/item/alcohol-detector/


3. Quotation table for the model with the above functions (RMB EXW price /
excluding tax). The price varies depending on the quantity, but please quote
according to your MOQ

4. Attach a product introduction

5. Your email
address to partner_logi@bitstrong.co.jp 

The above three types of information are basic information, and without one of 
them, they cannot be handed over to our person in charge for analysis, so 
they cannot enter the next step. 

Our WeChat ID is med-ind1189 (door Hongtao), welcome to use WeChat for 
further communication. 

Our company (https://www.bitstrong.co.jp) is a sales company in Japan, and 
we have been selling good products from many domestic manufacturers. It is 
best to have a manufacturer like the one below who is willing to cultivate the 
Japanese market (sorry for not talking about non-direct manufacturers). 
https://med-ind-assoc.net/partner/1189/2023/08/find_factory/ 

https://www.bitstrong.co.jp/
https://med-ind-assoc.net/partner/2023/08/13/find_factory/
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